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We propose a compositional analysis of English weak necessity modals (should, ought to) as a 
strong necessity modal embedded under a counterfactual modal. In addition to accounting for 
the four observations below, our analysis requires only minimal revision to the standard 
Kratzerian framework for modality, in contrast to other accounts which introduce a secondary 
ordering source (von Fintel & Iatridou 2008), treat counterfactual morphology (cf. would ) as a 
presuppositional trigger lacking semantic content (Silk 2014) or reject the division of labor 
between modal base and ordering source (Copley 2006). 

Observation 1: Non-veridicality 
Weak necessity modals, but not strong necessity modals, are compatible with a prejacent 

that the speaker does not believe. 
(1) a. The beer should be cold by now, but it’s not.   

b.  #The beer must be cold by now, but it’s not. 
(2) a. The song isn’t this week’s hit, but it should be.    

b.  #The song isn’t this week’s hit, but it has to be.  
Observation 2: Alternative Dispelling 
Weak necessity modals, but not strong necessity modals, are compatible with a rise-fall-rise 

or “topic” accent (L*+H L- H% in the ToBI framework). 
                     L*+H  L-                 H%                                     L*+H L-                  H% 

(3) a. The beer should    be cold.  b.  # The beer  has      to be cold. 
(4) a. The song should   be a hit.  b.  # The song has      to be a hit. 

Observation 3: Cross-linguistic comparison 
Although English weak necessity modals are monomorphemic, many other languages derive 

weak necessity from a strong necessity modal and a morpheme which also expresses 
counterfactuality (e.g. French devoir ‘must’ plus conditional morpheme -rait, glossed COND). 
(5) a.  Jean  doit  être      chez lui.      

     John must be.INF at     him 
     ‘John has to be home.’ 

      b.  Jean  devrait           être      chez lui  
           John  must-COND be.INF  at     him  
           ‘John should/ought.to be at home.’      OR    ‘John would have to be at home.’ 

Observation 4: Additional evidence/norm/goal/etc. 
The use of should involves a secondary evidence, goal, norm, etc. which is not made explicit. 

(6) a.  The beer must be cold by now. 
b.  The beer should be cold by now. 

=  ‘The beer must be cold by now unless X’ where X is some additional knowledge/belief 
like ‘The fridge isn’t working’ or ‘I forgot to put the beer in the fridge’ 

While von Fintel and Iatridou (2008) catalogue several languages which express weak 
necessity by a combination of strong necessity and counterfactuality, they reject the idea that 
English weak necessity modals are similarly compositional. They propose that would have to (a 
transparent combination of counterfactual morphology and a strong necessity modal) talks 
about a necessity that obtains in a counterfactual world, while should talks about a necessity that 
obtains in the actual world.  We argue that both would have to and ought talk about a necessity 
that obtains in a set of worlds which may include both the actual world and counterfactual 
worlds: should may be used with a strictly counterfactual prejacent (cf. 1-2) and would have to 
may be used with a prejacent that is known to be true (cf. 7, see also Anderson 1951). 
(7) If this patient had the measles (which we know he does), he would have to seek treatment 

immediately. 
Of course should and would have to are not equivalent. What distinguishes them, however, is 

not counterfactuality, but their anaphoric properties (cf. Silk 2014): would have to requires a 
retrievable set of possibly counterfactual worlds over which to quantify, whereas should does not 
(cf. 6).  An utterance with would is infelicitious in “out-of-the-blue” contexts. 
(8) a.     Good evening, sir. I should introduce myself. 

b. # Good evening, sir. I would have to introduce myself. 
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We locate this contrast in the force of quantification of the counterfactual modal, on analogy 
with all and certain. The modal would universally quantifies over a set of contextually retrievable 
possible worlds in the same way that all quantifies over a set of contextually retrievable 
individuals.  The (opaque) counterfactual modal in should introduces a specific set of possible 
worlds in the same way that some or certain introduces a specific set of possible individuals.   

For concreteness, we formalize this with a choice function over pluralities of possible worlds, 
following Rullman et al. (2008), although an analysis treating the counterfactual morpheme as a 
degree modal may also be possible (see Kratzer 2012).  Like would, the counterfactual morpheme 
in should is a modal with an empty modal base and a totally realistic ordering source.  Where the 
choice-function h selects a non-exhaustive set of worlds, we get the interpretation present in 
should; where the choice-function selects an exhaustive set of worlds, we get the interpretation 
would. 
(9) [[MODAL + COND φ]] = [[CONDf1,g1,h1,w1]] ( [[MODALf2,g2,h2,w2 (φ) ]] ) is defined iff  

(i) modal base f is empty 
(ii) ordering source g is “totally realistic” 
(iii) h(g(f(w1))) ⊆ f(w1) 
If defined, [[CONDf1,g1,h1,w1]] ( [[MODALf2,g2,h2,w2  (φ)]] = 1 iff 

 ∀w'' ∈ h1(g1(f1(w'))): [[MODALf2,g2,h2,w’(φ)]] = 1  
Under our analysis, we may paraphrase (1a) as follows: 
(10) There are certain possibly counterfactual worlds in which, given the evidence in those 

worlds, the beer must be cold.  But the beer is not cold in the actual world. 
The non-exhaustive set of worlds selected by the choice-function corresponds to the 

additional evidence, goals etc. which the weak necessity modal takes into consideration.  The 
speaker has certain worlds in mind, but need not make them explicit, just as a speaker may use a 
specific indefinite like some students with certain individuals in mind and not make them explicit: 
(11) Some students failed the test, but I’m not at liberty to say who. 

It also follows from this analysis that weak necessity modals are compatible with the RFR 
accent. Following Constant (2011), the RFR intonation is a focus quantifier over assertable 
alternatives; it is incompatible with an alternative dispelling proposition, like (12). 

                                 L*+H L- H%                         L*+H L- H% 
(12)  Q: How was the food?   A1:  The food was good.             A2: #The food was perfect. 

If we take must to be subjectively veridical in (1b) and (2b) (cf. Giannakidou & Mari 2015), 
such that the necessity holds in all worlds consistent with the speaker’s epistemic state then 
there are no assertable alternatives for the speaker.  The utterances with should in (1a) and (1b), 
however, are subjectively non-veridical: they assert necessity in worlds which may or may not 
be consistent with the speaker’s epistemic state, so there are assertable alternatives for the 
speaker. 
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